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Abstract 
PREDICTION OF PROTEIN-PROTEIN INTERACTIONS IN ESCHERICHIA COLI 
EXPERIMENTAL DATA IN TREPONEMA PALLIDUM 
By Marco Antonio Abreu 
A thesis submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Master of Science 
in Bioinformatics at Virginia Commonwealth University.  
 
Virginia Commonwealth University, 2015 
 
Director: Dr. Peter Uetz, Associate Professor, Center for the Study of Biological Complexity 
 
Protein – Protein interactions (PPIs) are thought to be conserved between species, 
although this has not been systematically investigated.  This problem was explored in 
Escherichia coli from experimental data in Treponema pallidum by predicting PPIs, focusing on 
protein domains of little or unknown function.  The comparison of T. pallidum to a model 
organism such as E. coli can not only reveal additional data about T. pallidum but also reveals 
how E. coli is similar to this distantly related, obligate parasite.  A set of novel T. pallidum 
interactions, enriched for proteins of unknown function, were the basis of over 23,000 predicted 
homologous E. coli protein-protein and domain-domain interactions.  Utilizing computational 
methods of protein analysis to define identity cross-species comparisons, this work shows that T. 
pallidum is nearly 61% similar to E. coli by orthologous groups (OG), demonstrating that what 
we knew of T. pallidum can be applied to E. coli.  Observed binary interactions of that same pool 
vi 
 
 
 
of OGs result in only 4.3% shared T. pallidum interactions.  Assigning function to proteins of 
unknown function leads to a greater understanding of how individual proteins relate to the larger 
interactome, the whole of interactions within a cell.   
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Introduction 
 The concept of evolution embodies both ‘descent with modification’ and ‘survival of the 
fittest’ – the fittest usually referring to the survival and thriving of a species in niche 
environments.  Evolution changes species until what was one becomes two, or one species 
becomes another.  Continuing divergence causes an expanding tree of life; some branches end 
and others divide.  The evolutionary changes within each branch are reflected among the 
sequences of proteins, leading to the question: how many changes can a protein sequence 
undergo before its function changes as well [1]?  Not only is the answer to this question 
important in searching for proteins that are the same in function between organisms, it also adds 
to our basic understanding of the processes of life, and has possible implications in protein 
synthesis and targeted drug design.  
With the growing amount of species sequence data becoming available – 80 million 
protein sequences on Uniprot as of the end of 2014 – protein comparisons on a sequence level 
are becoming more comprehensive and predictive [2].  The Uniprot database has around 548 
thousand reviewed – curated from literature or evaluated computational analysis – and 47 million 
unreviewed entries, with both known and uncharacterized functions that have been studied and 
deductively reduced into domains [2].  Protein domains are structural and functional elements of 
proteins that have also become subject to sequence level analysis for categorization, in which 
domains of unknown function (DUFs) have been of particular interest. In assigning functions to 
proteins of unknown function (PUFs), we can further understand how individual proteins relate 
to complexes and their place in an interactome [1]. 
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Similarity between proteins that share an evolutionary predecessor is described as 
homology.  Homology is defined by orthology, the inferred evolutionary relationship of a 
species-shared protein sequence separated at species divergence.  A multitude of bioinformatic 
approaches – statistical/probabilistic methods – can generate different categorical groups by 
taking advantage of these cross-species similarities.  For example, orthologous groups (OGs) are 
protein sequences that are homologous between species, hence share a common ancestral 
sequence [3].  Orthologous groups that can be found among multiple species are clustered 
orthologous groups (COG) [3].  Categorization of protein sequences into OGs or COGs allows a 
common terminology to be communicated across dissimilar organisms when describing a 
proteome, the total of proteins expressed within an organism.  This common terminology further 
allows us to assign protein function to a protein sequence model, which, in turn, allows 
prediction of function on similarly sequenced proteins.  The process is useful in populating 
genomes that are newly discovered or poorly understood.  If proteins are conserved, then it can 
be inferred that any interactions a protein has may also be conserved.  Protein-protein 
interactions can be described by a common terminology wherein a protein’s function defines its 
name.  This is useful because proteomic data is rife with multiple identifiers that include legacy 
naming conventions from early scientific ventures.  A protein identified with OGs allows the 
recognition of the protein in any proteome and any other conserved, OG-identified protein 
interacting with it.  Many methods must balance between broad application and family/genus 
level mapping.  Furthermore, this approach allows the use of experimental data, as past 
performance, to predict future performance of similar data.  Predicting protein interactions can 
be used to narrow potential goals of future experimental tests.  
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In this work, I have compared, at the proteome level, two different bacterial species: 
Escherichia coli and Treponema pallidum. E. coli strains have been laboratory bred since 
before the 1950s.  This robust and easy to manipulate organism has been the test-bed of early 
genomic work because it is found in nature both free and commensal in animals [4]. Strain K-12 
is advantageous to study due to its non-pathogenic nature, making it a model organism for mass 
study.  E. coli has been the subject of nearly every genetic testing method, including genetic 
knock-outs and Yeast two-hybrid (Y2H) screens.  Y2H screens are techniques that test physical 
interactions, like binding, between two proteins.  Genetic knock-outs are genetic techniques 
wherein a gene is deactivated and a phenotype is observed, which gives clues to the function of 
the gene.  The E.coli (strain K-12, ncbi taxid 8333) proteome contains over 4306 proteins, both 
experimentally known and computationally inferred. Of these, 3678 have been annotated with 
OGs.  These OGs, especially COGs, will form the backbone of any comparison with other 
species being used as a common reference point [3] E. coli, being so well studied, has a 
multitude of network data available, making it an ideal general comparison organism.  Anything 
found missing in T. pallidum could be inferred to evolutionary loss due to its niche environment 
or just not having been properly annotated yet.  This allows a new or little understood proteome 
to be populated by functional annotations, considering a ribosome in one organism is similar to a 
ribosome in another.  When comparing a model organism like E. coli to a pathogen like T. 
pallidum [5], a common terminology allows similarity to be inferred – two proteins with the 
same COG can be inferred to share a common function [3].   
T. pallidum, a member of the spirochete family first sequenced in 1998 [6], is most 
famous as the causative agent of syphilis, [6] a venereal disease that has plagued humanity since 
Christopher Columbus’s return from the Americas in the late 1400s.  In the 16th century, it 
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became an epidemic, as it spread across Europe and the rest of the world.  In the 19th century, it 
became the equivalent of the modern era’s acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS) due to 
it being sexually transmitted disease and hidden nature [7].  Still an ongoing global health 
concern with 12 million new cases worldwide in 1999, it is a long term disease with multiple 
stages that can be asymptomatic, which makes it easier for those afflicted to remain ignorant of 
infection or delay treatment [5,7].  T. pallidum has poorly understood pathogenic factors; though 
easily curable with penicillin in its early stages, syphilis in the later stages can cause irreparable 
neurological damage [7].  With new cases still developing worldwide, the need for a vaccine is 
paramount [8].  Every protein function defined in this organism is maybe another target ripe for 
drug testing or a signal that can be used to make the human immune system responsive to it. 
Thus, studies such as this one, which seek to increasingly understand the proteins of T. pallidum, 
which adds to our overall understanding of this pathogenic species and provides information that 
could lead to increases in early detection and treatment of later stages.   
The study of T. pallidum is complicated due to its status as a reduced genome species. 
Reduced genomes are smaller than ‘regular’ genomes.  If genomes were placed on an imaginary 
spectrum from high to low, reduced genomes would be closer to the lower side than a genome 
like E. coli.  For example T. pallidum has only 1041 total proteins, 748 COG-annotated proteins, 
compared to E. coli’s 3678.  This reduction comes at the cost of evolutionary flexibility [9].  T. 
pallidum has a limited biosynthetic ability, so to compensate it must have an increased ability to 
transport nutrients from its environment, the mammalian host.  Many of these transport systems 
have similarly found structures in other reduced genome species like M. genitalium and B. 
burgdorferi [7].  Taking this thought further, we can infer that its proteome has lost the ability to 
survive outside its niche.  Because of this, T. pallidum’s requirements for growth are somewhat 
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stringent, leading to difficulty in culturing it in various media.  The extreme difficulty of 
cultivating this organism in vitro due to its status as an obligate parasite makes growth on any 
sort of culture plates impossible for now [7].  Since it cannot be studied in vitro, the standard 
array of genomic knock-out tests cannot be performed to observe phenotypic changes [5].  
Alternate methods must be employed to study its proteins such as homologue and network 
comparisons with other species.  In this regard, the comparison of T. pallidum with E. coli within 
this thesis will add to our understanding of T. pallidum.  Additionally, the theoretical work can 
indicate which PPIs are the most likely candidates to be tested, and then experimental work can 
be carried out to test the PPIs in E. coli.  Experimental confirmation of the PPIs on E. coli will 
serve as confirmation of the PPIs in T. pallidum. Comparing these PPIs with those found in E. 
coli, we can uncover whether these PPIs are conserved; if the PPIs exist in E. coli then it likely is 
a real PPI in T. pallidum as well. 
A cursory glance at the genomic information on E. coli and T. pallidum reveals that 
E.coli has a proteome four times larger than that of T. pallidum. Comparing the presence of 
unique COG annotations within the genomes shows that E. coli shares approximately 18.1% of 
its proteins with T. pallidum, while T. pallidum shares about 60.9% of its proteins with E. coli.  
This means that a large portion of information on T. pallidum proteins may be applicable to E. 
coli.  A good example is the RsfA protein, ribosome silencing factor A, with newly found 
orthologues in many species.  T. pallidum’s RsfA has the COG annotation COG0799, a 
homologue which is found in 920 different species.  The experimentally verified protein-protein 
interaction between RsfA and another protein, ribosomal protein L14, results in the inhibition of 
protein translation[10].  E.coli’s protein equivalent carrier of COG0799, YbeB, in experiments 
that tested gene deletion of YbeB/RsfA versus wild type, confirmed the extent of the 
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conservation of the interaction [10].  This conserved homology allows easy study of organisms 
like E. coli to be used as stand-ins when comparing interactions that originated in distantly 
related species like T. pallidum [5,8].  
The purpose of this work is the prediction of E.coli protein-protein interactions that 
are homologous to T. pallidum using sequence annotations.  A successful prediction relies on 
both the presence of matching homologous pairs between the two species, E. coli and T. 
pallidum, and the novelty of the predicted interactions within the proteome of the intended 
experimental test species, in this case, E. coli.  The predicted interactions will augment an 
existing E. coli interaction network and allow us to discover differences in this organism when 
compared to a species with a reduced genome.  The differences expected to be uncovered are 
changes in network organization based on the presence or evolutionary disappearance of certain 
proteins, protein substitutions, and possible changes in network interactions.  Ultimately, the 
changes to the network in the augmented E. coli dataset may reveal possible functions of 
unknown proteins by how they interact with other proteins [5], or, at the very least, narrow the 
focus to the most suitable proteins for follow-up experiments, to explore their functions. 
Previously published results comparing E. coli with several other species as well as work 
involving comparison of E. coli with multiple species will also be discussed both to illustrate 
methods employed and to inform the conclusions. 
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Methods 
Bioinformatic approach 
 A bioinformatic approach requires first understanding where each portion of data 
originated from before it is moved to where it is needed and manipulated.  In this thesis, the data 
being tested comes from experimental results, previously published work, and a variety of 
databases.  In particular, this work relies on a set of unpublished protein-protein interactions of T. 
pallidum compiled by Roman Häuser of the German Cancer Research Center in Baden-
Württemberg, Germany.  Häuser acquired the data experimentally using Y2H, a technique in 
which the proteins of a bacterial organism are grown within the eukaryotic cells of yeast.  Y2H 
allows for the testing of physical interactions between proteins in species that are difficult to 
culture, such as T. pallidum.  The Häuser high-confidence dataset features 585 T. pallidum 
protein-protein interactions that are spread among 195 proteins, including 147 proteins that are 
either DUF-containing proteins or PUFs (Appendix: Table 4).  
Proteomic data of T. pallidum (strain Nichols) and E. coli was collected from Uniprot, 
Pfam, eggNOG, and PaxDB databases.  Each of these databases has its strengths. For example, 
PaxDb, a database meant to be a central source for experimental data about protein 
concentrations within an organism [11], provides protein concentrations for different organisms.  
Though containing far fewer species than other databases, PaxDb’s abundance data allows the 
augmentation of annotation data so that concentrations of specific proteins or domains can be 
compared; last update was March 19, 2013.  Each of these databases was mined for the desired 
information using programming scripts generated in Perl, Python, and R.  The mined data was 
combined and organized into entries based on proteins and containing all the selected 
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information from all the databases in a single location.  The product of the scripts was designed 
to produce data that was easily displayed on a table and in network visualizing software. 
 Databases that specialize in sequence homology, like Pfam and eggNOG, usually depend 
on probabilistic models.  The virtue of these models is that, by using trained sequences of known 
proteins, a predictive model for finding that protein can be developed [12].  The Pfam database 
contains data on conserved portions of proteins, called domains, which are classified into 
families and may have annotated functions, known as protein families or pfams.  Domains 
represent functional elements of proteins.  By using Hidden Markov models (HMM), 
approximately 12,000 families of proteins [13] have been generated. Seed alignments, HMM-
based family requirements, are used to find scored homologues among genomic sequences.  
Sequences that score above a certain threshold of known family containing sequences are 
considered a part of that family. The family is then used to regenerate the predictive model to 
increase the efficacy of the predictions.  The identified annotated domains are compared to a 
similar unannotated sequence in another species – so, for example, what is found in E. coli can 
also be annotated in T. pallidum.  The Pfam database proteomes for both species was last 
updated for use in April 2014.  The eggNOG database is devoted primarily to the orthology of 
proteins, including both homology and paralogy [14,15].  OGs (orthologous groups) are defined 
using similar approaches to consensus based sequence analysis techniques on clustered 
sequences.  The clustering is based on taxonomy and whether those multispecies comparisons 
arise from gene duplications (paralogy) or orthology [13].  Observed OGs are usually one per 
protein.  The most recent proteomes for both species were last obtained in July 2014.  These 
annotations of Pfams and OGs become a common reference point from which to discuss 
functional sequences among different species. 
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Uniprot is a database of species information containing cross-database annotations [2]. 
Entries may include database annotations from Pfam, eggNOG, and PaxDb; databases such as 
these are primarily devoted to protein-protein interactions, protein homology, and protein 
abundance.  Due to its cross-database accessibility, it is easily a one-stop-shop for proteomic 
data, but there are limitations and issues to surmount. Data obtained from any database may vary 
between databases.  Data itself will not be different; rather, whether it is present in each database 
is the issue.  For example, Table 1 shows differences between the data available in Uniprot, 
Pfam, and eggNOG. Notice that Uniprot lists 1028 proteins in T. pallidum, while combined with 
eggNOG data there are 1047.  It is not uncommon to find a COG annotation missing for a 
protein in Uniprot when it is present in the eggNOG database. Because of this limitation of 
Uniprot, it was used mainly as a primary source for proof of concept processes, and the mined 
Uniprot data was always augmented with data from other aforementioned databases.   
Table 1: Differences in data available between databases 
Treponama palldum  Escherichia coli 
Total proteins: 1028*,1047~  Total proteins: 4025**,4333* 
Total Pfams listed*: 1103  Total Pfams listed**: 6034 
Total OG listed: 491*,748^  Total OGs listed^: 4145 
 
Data available in databases may vary between them: *Data obtained from Uniprot database, **Data obtained from Pfam 
database, ^Data obtained from eggNOG database, ~Data combined from Uniprot and eggNOG 
In Table 2, we present a numerical overview of select domain descriptors of the T. 
pallidum proteome.  This is performed primarily because the Häuser interactome is based on T. 
pallidum and its configuration will be imposed on E.coli proteins.  When we speak of mapping it 
is the same as assigning the category of data to the protein names.  Annotations being described 
are the eggNOG OG notations and Pfam domains; these are used to describe the function of a 
proteins sequence.  The combined annotation type that shows the number of proteins that are 
annotated with Pfam and OGs; the average of 6.2 mappings per protein seems high, but account 
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for the presence of a Pfam and OG to be present in that category. Both Pfam and eggNOG 
databases have individually mapped nearly equivalent portions of the genomes. The averages for 
the assignments of Uniprot’s T. pallidum proteome proteins that were only mapped with a single 
method showed that OG would be more effective for the initial data analysis as it is nearly 1:1 
(Table 2). The size and number of OGs in the proteome were different, but the matched proteins 
agree on content of the domains. The calculations were performed using only Uniprot, due to 
eggNOG not having Pfam entries, to avoid bias data towards any domain annotations. 
Table 2: Overview of T. pallidum annotation assignments 
 Annotations for COGs and PFAMs 
Annotation Type 
Protein 
Mappings COGs PFAMs 
Average 
Mappings per 
protein 
% Genome Mapped 
Combined 113 113 585 6.2 11.0 
OG only mapping: 378 378 0 1.0 36.8 
Pfam only 
mapping: 377 0 518 1.4 36.7 
No match: 160 0 0 0.0 15.6 
Total: 1028 491 1103   100% 
 
Data obtained from Uniprot database.  Compiled data to understand the number of combinations of 
proteins when matched with eggNOG of Pfam annotations. 
 Both E. coli and T. pallidum Uniprot proteomes were combined with the data found in 
other databases, using scripts designed to perform this task protein by protein. A schema 
showing this process is shown in Figure 1.  In simplified terms, programming a script involved 
using established database principles to use and save data, one unique key per data entry. The 
data/proteome was read and parsed to computer memory, line by line, and assigned to a key. 
Every additional dataset only added new data to the assigned key. This generated a new dataset 
for each organism that combined all the selected data into a single location.  
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Figure 1: A visual representation of combing data from different databases into a single 
set.  This shows an example how T. pallidum protein TP0001 has different data associated with 
it depending on the database.  Uniprot data, represented as A, has a unique identifier as a key 
for its organization.  This key for T. pallidum doesn’t match the other databases, so a matching 
key will be selected from alternate name data.  Pfam data, represented as B, has multiple 
Pfams annotations associated with it.  The eggNOG data, represented as C, has only a single 
annotation with it.  The selected data is combined into a data entry organized on the common 
key, D.    
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The process shown in Figure 1 has been successfully used to combine data from other species 
using a common key in previously published work [16]. As shown in Figure 2, protein complex 
members were found in different species; using the COGs of the complexes as keys, we 
populated the proteins by species. The mined data for T. pallidum was processed with the 
aforementioned experimental data from Häuser to attribute structural annotations, as shown in 
Figure 2. Interaction proteins were then associated with their OG annotations, these representing 
functional domains [16]. A schema of protein comparison illustrating this process is given in 
Figure 2. Proteins are matched to an interaction by having an OG or pfam annotation that is 
present within the interactions.  The design is meant to catch all possible paralogous interactions 
since all proteomes and genomes are still the subject of ongoing research, and hence may contain 
incomplete annotations.  Any proteins that are missing structural annotations were labeled as 
their constituent protein. This process was also performed on the target proteome E. coli.  T. 
pallidum interactions were reconstituted using E. coli protein labels. The new interactions were 
then compared to a known E. coli interactome to discover what novel edges exist between nodes 
in the network.  In addition, positions of PUFs and DUFs within the network were observed for 
further analysis [5].   
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Figure 2: A visual guide to using OG to find equivalency among proteins of different 
species and databases.  The goal is to link Leptospira interrogans protein concentration data 
(A) to the homologous Treponema pallidum protein (B).  Information from eggNOG database 
(B) allows T. pallidum protein TP0002 to be assigned COGs and spiNOGs.  L. interrogans 
protein LIC0002 only has spiNOGs for an OG structural annotation.  PaxDB database (A) has a 
comprehensive listing of protein concentrations for L. interrogans and not T. pallidum.   The 
protein information from the two databases is merged by combining common elements (red 
lines) and adding the unique information to the new entity (D).  Notice T. pallidum protein 
TP0002 (B) would be considered homologous to L. interrogans protein LIC0002 (A) by having 
the same domain annotation of spiNOG00197.  LIC0002 however does not share the presence 
of COG0592 due to its genome not being annotated at this time with COGs.  TP0002 is a 371 
amino acid long protein.  COG0592 runs it entire length while spiNOG00197 runs from 1 to 369, 
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so COGs are not spiNOGs by a different name.  It does however allow proteins and proteomic 
data to be matched in a chain of data custody.  (D) Linking LIC0002 abundance data to TP0002 
(Blue line) proteins inferences can be made to fill in missing data.  Then using COGs to 
compare to other species like E. coli we can make broader range comparisons. 
 
Figure 3: Schema of Protein Comparison. This shows the flow of information from proteome 
to domain assignments.  Interaction data of a selected species (A), and mined for protein data 
of selected protein pairs (B).  Protein domains (C) are identified via annotation as OGs and 
Pfams.  Those annotations are then compared to another species (D) for whose genome has 
data been mined for matches (E).  These matched pairs form the basis for the predicted 
interactions (F). 
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Results 
In previous work [16] ,we presented a theme of conserved essential complex participation 
diminishing across species as evolution divided them apart.  Given the understanding that protein 
domains are generally considered mono-task molecular machines, protein complexes often are 
proteins that associate closely, either in proximity or bound together, to perform a complicated 
function by performing in series or perform a large complex process.  Complexes’ data 
originated from studies in E. coli and M. pneumoniae papers [17–19].  As seen in Figure 4, each 
complex was then broken down into protein composition and then into orthologous groups (OG) 
annotations.  Each OG annotation represents a protein or structural/functional domain in a 
protein.  The genomes of several species were then compared using OG annotations to observe 
the presence within the dataset of complex components.  Protein complexes were then reduced 
into a list of annotations that can be matched across species. This allows a comparative between 
organisms involving larger processes such as which complex components are conserved, which 
components are not conserved, and the possibility of specie unique substitute components. 
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Figure 4: Complex Analysis. Components for selected complexes with the number of paralogs 
that exist within each proteome. The complexes are those found in E.coli [18,19].  Stars indicate 
that the proteins are essential. Grey boxes represent absence of that homolog within a species. 
 
Once protein participations in complexes was available, it became feasible to observe essentiality 
of the proteins in complexes for cross species comparison [16–18].  An essential protein is 
defined as a protein needed for an organism to survive and grow in lab cultures while under 
some predefined condition.  Statistical data was also compiled for how essentiality is correlated 
to   protein complexes (Figure 5).  This data allowed a view into how many complex members 
are essential proteins across all the complexes for the organisms.  The farther evolutionarily an 
organism was from our model organisms like E. coli and M. pneumoniae, the less protein 
complex components existed within that proteome thus possibly enriching complexes for 
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essential proteins.  We observed that, while protein complexes were not conserved across 
species, complexes containing essential proteins were more likely to be composed of a majority 
of essential proteins.      
 
Figure 5: Essentiality of proteins in complexes. Distribution of essential genes among those 
from E. coli (Hu et al. (A) and EcoCyc (B), respectively) and M. pneumoniae (C). The fraction of 
essential genes within protein complexes was determined for each complex set. In E. coli, 
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essential protein complexes are enriched for essential proteins. By contrast, complexes with 
non-essential proteins are over-represented in the genome reduced Mycoplasma pneumoniae. 
Each distribution is expressed as binned log2 ratios of observed over expected frequency. 
Values indicate observed frequency above or below random results (=1), respectively. 
(Reproduced from Caufield et al. 2015 [16]) 
 
The goal of the Comparative Protein Interaction Network (CPIN) 
(Caufield/Wimble/Abreu, unpublished) is to observe an interactome of multiple species layered 
over one another to compare what occurs to similar proteins.  The CPIN work within this thesis 
involves comparing protein abundances across multiple genus/species.  The abundance is 
measured in parts per million (ppm) of proteins in the bacterial cells [11].  Comparing proteins 
across species required looking at proteins in a common parlance, which involved using COG 
annotations to group them (Figure 3).  The goals are to see whether COG groups share a similar 
protein concentration across the multiple species and whether any stoichiometric relationships 
can be observed.  The COGs within the proteomes of E. coli, H. pylori, and T. pallidum were 
compared.  H. pylori data was on a different scale due to being from an experimental set that had 
not been quantified into part per million scale [20].  A comparison of abundances of the 
thousands of proteins present showed only 367 were conserved across all there genera (Figure 6).  
By ordering the COGs by increasing abundances of E. coli proteins, the equivalent trend can be 
seen in the other species data.  The abundance data is known for E. coli and H. pylori; T. 
pallidum has no exhaustive reference abundance data, possibly due issues of culturing [7,8].  
Leptospira interrogans abundancies were used as a proxy since it’s a related spirochetes family 
specie with available abundance data [21].  Interesting enough in the eggNOG database the L. 
interrogans proteome is not sufficiently populated by COGs to make a direct comparison to any 
distantly related species.  L. interrogans proteome is entirely annotated with the spirochete 
specific OG called spiNOGs, which allows L. interrogans proteins to be compared to T. pallidum 
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proteins using spiNOGs.  The spiNOGs were used to match T. pallidum proteins to L. 
interrogans proteins which have a known abundance, with duplicate spiNOG abundances 
averaged together.  This approach gave us an inferred T. pallidum proteome with abundancies to 
compare against the other species using COGs, as shown in Figure 6. 
 
Figure 6: Shared COG abundance comparing multiple species.  Protein COG abundances 
in proteins conserved between 3 species: E. coli, H. pylori, and T. pallidum.  Cogs ordered by 
increasing E. coli proteins concentration, measured in parts per million.  Corresponding COGs 
are in columns.  T. pallidum abundances are OG inferred from L. interrogans abundancies. H. 
pylori data are based on mass spectrometry LFQ, Label-free quantification, values which are 
not reduced to ppm amounts [20].  The COGs are arranged by E. coli proteins in an increasing 
value order.    
 
A broader look across multiple species was then developed to observe where multiple 
proteomes would fall when compared directly against one another.  Species were chosen of the 
available abundance data in PaxDB [11] for a boxplot graph, shown in Figure 7. The L. 
interrogans proteome was substituted for T. pallidum for the same earlier reasons.  H. pylori data 
was normalized for a better direct comparison, by lowering its mean to be reasonably equivalent 
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to E. coli[20].  The boxplots show a line of relatively similar and comparative median ranges of 
all the species.  Among the species there was a similar trend for the mean to be near the upper 
quartile range of the boxplot.  Statistically this shows no obvious difference in concentration 
among species given the difference in taxon and environments.    
 
Figure 7: Comparison of Abundances across multiple species.  A series boxplots of 
proteome abundances of E. coli, M. pneumoniae, M. tuberculosis, S. typhimurium, and T. 
pallidum\L. interrogans that allows a side by side look at proteome wide concentrations of 
proteins.  T. pallidum lacks abundance data, so L. interrogans abundance data has been used 
in place.  H. pylori’s data has been normalized from mass spectrometry label-free quantification 
data, each value was divided by 10^7.  This was done to bring the proteome average down to 
271.8 in order to properly be in frame for a model organism like E.coli which has an average of 
about 316.0. 
 
In a comparison of unique OGs between E. coli and T. pallidum, shown in Figure 8A, it 
can be seen that more than half of the proteome of T. pallidum is composed of analogous 
structures to E. coli.  Previous works demonstrated the viability of proteome scale homology 
matches with Pfam and eggNOG database information, as shown in Figure 1, but invariably 
proteins are lost with any categorization. This is because the characteristics of many proteins are 
unknown, which, in turn, leaves gaps in computational methods’ ability to classify proteins.  It 
was also shown that across multiple species, including a closely related spirochete L. 
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interrogans, that proteome level protein concentrations are statistically comparable across 
species. Figure 7 shows this through a boxplot for each species.  The OG view of the Häuser 
high confidence data set, Figure 8B, shows that a large number of proteins are shared with E. 
coli.      
 
Figure 8: Venn diagram of Unique OGs by species: A comparison of proteomes using OG 
only annotations to compare the dispersal of similar functioning proteins.  Proteins not 
containing OGs are not present in the comparison.  Venn diagram A shows a %61 overlap of 
the T.pallidum OG proteome.  %86 of the Häuser HC interaction proteins are found within the E. 
coli OG proteome.  
Observations on the interactome level of E. coli and T. pallidum are important to find 
similarities and differences between these organisms. This is important due to the issue of testing 
new interactions; if the members of an interaction are not in an interactome it may suggest that 
there is difficulty testing them, since the proteins have already been verified as present in 
proteome.  The Häuser HC (high confidence) Interaction proteins that contain homologues in an 
E. coli interactome, shown in Figure 9A, are to be tested. The importance of verifying the 
presence of a binary interaction is to test whether these interactions are novel to E. coli. The 
 
A                                                                     B 
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disposition of unique ordered protein – protein interacting pairs were compared between the 
Häuser HC interaction data and a Su et al 2008 E. coli interactome to ensure only novel 
interactions to E. coli were being predicted. These are shown in Figure 8B. Given that E. coli has 
a much larger genome than T. pallidum it was expected to have more paralogs within its 
proteome. The paralogs calculated to exist within this proteome from the 482 novel pairings is 
over 23,000 interactions, shown in Table 4. This can be due to the matching criteria that involved 
using Pfams and COGs and the presence of a high number of E. coli paralogs.   
 
A                                                                                    B 
Figure 9: Side by side comparisons of E. coli and Häuser High Confidence Interactome.  
Venn diagram A shows comparison of species and datasets by unique OG or protein name 
where OG was not available.  In B shared protein – protein interaction pairs: a diagram of 
unique shared PPI partners.  All interactions are defined as ordered A:B pairs.  In the case 
where partners B: A interactions existed, B: A was reordered alphanumerically to A: B. All 
duplicates were discarded so as to show only unique pairings.   
  
Multiple network views of the interactome, presented in Figure 10 through Figure 13, 
show clustering due to highly interconnected proteins in the data set.  The centralization of 
uncharacterized proteins may be due to the enrichment from the original dataset Häuser high 
confidence interactions or may be indicative of novel interactions.  The nodes represent protein 
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domains and proteins, the ones that do not have the selected criteria.  The selection criteria was 
that an E. coli protein must have at least a single matching COG or domain annotation to be 
considered a paralog to T. pallidum protein for the interactions.  The network edges represent 
protein-protein pairs from the T. pallidum Häuser HC interaction data set, shown in Figure 10 
and Figure 11. These two views are the same interactions shown though different sequential 
annotation methods.  Figure 12 and Figure 13 networks represent the same Häuser HC 
interaction sets with E. coli proteins observed using OG and Pfam based protein observations.  
Only E. coli proteins that shared domains with T. pallidum proteins were converted into those 
labeled domains serving as a reference for comparison.  The resulting networks are visualizing 
all possible protein interactions, based on Häuser HC interaction data set, when viewed as 
protein-free domain interactions.  The protein-free domain interactions are noisy; a protein can 
be shown to interact with another protein based on the presence of a domain rather than the 
domains function. The interactions are not suitable for statistical analysis until appropriate filters 
can be applied to the interactions that can both remove false paralogs and leave proteins that may 
be incomplete in their annotations.    
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Figure 10: Häuser Interactions presented as a COG network.  T. pallidum Häuser novel 
interactions show OG based network.  Uncharacterized proteins (red) appear to have more of a 
presence toward the center of the graphs.  Nodes that represent homology annotations are 
diamond shaped nodes, while rectangles represent proteins without OG homology annotations.  
All the networks show a similar trend of uncharacterized proteins being more connected than 
characterized proteins.   
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Figure 11: Häuser Interactions presented as Pfam network.  T. pallidum Häuser novel 
interactions Pfam networks.  Uncharacterized proteins (red) appear to have more of a presence 
toward the center of the graphs.  Nodes that represent homology annotations are parallelogram 
shaped nodes, while rectangles represent proteins without the Pfam homology annotations.  All 
the networks show a similar trend of uncharacterized proteins being more connected than 
characterized proteins.   
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Figure 12:  Predicted in E. coli using T. pallidum Häuser interactions. The OG based 
network features interactions based off our novel interactions.  Uncharacterized proteins (red) 
appear to have more of a presence toward the center of the graphs.  Nodes that represent 
homology annotations are shaped nodes, while rectangles represent proteins without the OG 
homology annotations.  The network also incorporates T. pallidum protein flags (Triangle).  
These flags note T. pallidum proteins that lack homological counterparts in E.coli but can act as 
visual cue.   
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Figure 13: E. coli predicted interactions based off T. pallidum Häuser novel interactions 
Pfam networks.  Uncharacterized proteins (red) appear to have more of a presence toward the 
center of the graphs.  Nodes that represent homology annotations are parallelogram shaped 
nodes, while rectangles represent proteins without the graph specific homology annotations.  
Häuser HC Interaction based on the E. coli predicted Pfam network has the same graphical 
rules used on previous networks in addition contains T. pallidum protein flags (Triangle).  These 
flags note T. pallidum proteins that lack homological counterparts in E.coli but can act as visual 
cue.  All the networks show a similar trend of uncharacterized proteins being more connected 
than characterized proteins.   
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Table 3: The Cytoscape Network analysis of the protein-free domain interactions.  The 
networks were compared with both OG and pfam domain views for the original T. pallidum 
Häuser High confidence interaction set (Häuser HI) and E. coli predicted homologs of the  
Häuser High confidence interaction set (E. coli HI).  While the core of the Häuser protein-protein 
interactions  was preserved between sets, nodes within would change by whether they 
represented OGs or pfams that are present in the protein or a protein that lacked those 
annotations.  Paralogs of a protein that have only pfam annotations are represented the same 
node or nodes; they can become many unique nodes in the OG view.  This also works vice 
versa.  The in-built network analyzer function was used to compile network statistic.   
 
  
Network Attributes 
Häuser HI 
COG 
Häuser HI 
Pfam 
E.coli HI 
COG 
E.coli HI 
Pfam 
Nodes 195 310 625 339 
Edges 481 1331 9713 1784 
Network radius 3 4 3 3 
Avg. number of 
neighbors 4.8 8.1 31.1 10.5 
Avg. Shortest path length 2.9 3.1 2.6 2.7 
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Conclusions 
 Predictions based on bioinformatic approaches have turned novel interactions in T. 
pallidum into an expansive protein interaction map. We have shown that the conserved 482 T. 
pallidum protein-protein interactions have been converted into about 23,000 E. coli domain 
interactions.  The bountiful nature of this process not only enables comparisons between hard to 
culture organisms, it also offers the flexibility of being able to choose the model organism of the 
comparison.    The completion of this study involved the synergistic use of databases and 
computational methods. The interactome was designed based on the Häuser HC interaction set 
and used both Pfam and OG data.  In previous work protein complex memberships was shown to 
have cross species conservation of proteins. Our results showed not all complexes were 
conserved nor all members present, but there was room to speculate that if a complex’s 
functionality were to remain viable, compensation for the missing complex proteins would be 
needed.  A missing complex member may not be essential due to a species variant or may be 
replaced by an unknown sequence of protein or alternate pathway.  In this river of thought, we 
treated our interactome like a set of known protein complexes being applied to a new species.  
It was hoped that independently developed computational analysis of proteins would 
elucidate more information when side by side, as shown in Figure 14. In Figure 14A, we see all 
E. coli paralogs for the proteins in the T. pallidum interaction TP0986_TP0917.  In this case, 
homology was limited to the portion of the protein sequences the annotations describe.  When 
filtered by OGs (Figure 14B) there are no homologous interactions involving E.coli TP0917 
paralogs.  E. coli protein RarD is no longer among the paralogs since it contains COG2962, 
which is annotated as a predicted permease in eggNOG.  TP0986, until recently a PUF, contains 
COG0697 which is listed in eggNOG as a permease of drug/metabolite transporter (DMT) 
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superfamily.  E. coli paralogs of TP0986 that contain COG0697 are: YedA, YhbE, and YicL.  
The aforementioned proteins are all named in Uniprot as “Uncharacterized inner membrane 
transporter protein”  Viewing interactions by pfam domains (Figure 14C) all E. coli paralogs of 
interaction TP0986_TP0917 are present.  The E.coli paralogs for TP0986 include RarD because 
it contains, like all the other paralogs, PF00892: EamA, formerly DUF6.  The E. coli paralogs of 
TP0917 share only a single domain with TP0917, which is the PF00571: CBS domain.  TP0917 
is a protein with a known function and both TtfL and YfjD are PUFs.  Given the differences 
between their annotations we can infer that they are weak homologs.  This comes round to the 
permissive dataset; using only moderately strict criteria populated the data tables with a mix of 
strong and weak paralogs.  Cursory inspection of the results lets identification of readily 
identified orthologs, such as those for TP0986.  Between the filtered views it is possible to plan 
what type of interaction to test in the lab for E.coli proteins: combinations of YedA, YhbE, and 
YicL with a domain fragment of PF00571 from an E. coli protein.     
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Figure 14: Select Häuser HC interactions focused on uncharacterized proteins.  Combine 
OG and pfam data for E. coli paralogs of interaction TP0986_TP0917 (A).  Two columns topped 
with T. pallidum interaction proteins (blue) with E. coli orthologs (green) beneath.  Orthology and 
paralogy referred to is limited to matching the segments of proteins that OG and pfam 
annotations represent.  This criteria alone we can infer that in A strong E. coli orthologs are 
those of TP0986: YedA, YhbE, and YicL.  A picture of two interactions OG network (B) and 
Pfam network (A).TP0986 is a recently characterized protein, still appears labelled 
uncharacterized in many places, and TP0917 is a protein of known function, Mg transporter. In 
B the interaction has no identified paralogs due to E. coli having no proteins that contain 
COG2239.  E. coli orthologs of TP0986 include YedA, YhbE, and YicL due to sharing 
COG0697.  E. coli protein RarD is not present because it contains COG1962.  In C, 
homologous interactions are identified on the domains PF00892 and PF00571.  TP0917 E. coli 
orthologs are both uncharacterized proteins that could be paralogous, both only share a single 
pfam domain with TP0917.  TP0986 orthologs, include RarD, all share PF00892.  
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  Networks organized by protein domain highlight which domain is required for the 
interaction.  In protein-free domain interactions, every protein is represented by the functional 
parts of itself. A protein built around a single functional structure will have one node, while a 
protein with many functional motifs can become many nodes.  In our interaction model, every 
node representing domains will reflect the interactions of the original protein.    This leads to 
some very improbable statistical analysis (Table 3), from which we can infer that the average 
protein from the Häuser dataset interacted with 8 proteins at a time.  This is not actually the case, 
but rather is an artifact that can be seen from the source data. Each  interaction, like 
TP0986_TP0917, can be represented by a combination of 8 interactions based on their OG and 
pfam annotations. The other issue is that for the orthologs of TP0986_TP0917, it is a poor 
homology match for the proteins.  The obvious solution would be to create very strict criteria to 
give absolute matches.  The problem with this strict approach, is that important matches or 
interactions may be effectively overlooked due to incomplete annotation.   In Figure 15 RecR 
orthologs are compared by OG and pfam annotations.  Strict matching criteria would exclude 
this obvious orthology.  A better way was to filter the E. coli orthologs of our interactions on 
selected criteria like involvement with DUF or PUFs (Appendix: Table 6).   
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Figure 15: Example of E. coli and T. pallidum orthologs of RecR protein annotations.  
RecR orthologs share both COG0353 and PF02132 sequence annotations.  TP1004 contains a 
different Toprim motif than E. coli RecR Toprim_4 motif. 
 
Improvement on this technique will require a method of scoring that takes into account 
the limitations of previous methods of measuring homology, the fact that databases contain 
discrepancies, and that leaves room for the changing nature of the data.  The process for this 
method would be to limit comparison of a few ‘A’ and many ‘B’ – meaning  either compare 
many species with a few proteins or compare many proteins with a few species.  The idea is to 
limit data generation to what can be manually evaluated by scoring the homology of proteins 
using OGs and pfam domains separately, and having a combined score as the final indicator.  
This should also take into account near hits such as the two different Toprim domains present, 
shown in Figure 15. 
The problem of statistical analysis of protein-free domain interaction networks is one of 
quality of data.  The current data is too noisy but should dissipate once it becomes possible to 
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remove the domains that are not really involved in the interaction.  The domains tested 
(Appendix: Table 4) show the difficulty in simply testing fragments.  Many of the 
uncharacterized proteins do not have domain annotations at this time.  For those proteins that do, 
and also have interactions, it becomes a question of whether the domain has a functional role 
rather than a structural one.   
These bring certain limitations of bioinformatic methods to the forefront.  The 
bioinformatic process is limited to what we ‘know’.  The ‘know’ is based on what has been 
experimentally verified and properly documented.  If the data is not present in computer friendly 
format, then a bioinformatician’s skill will not be productive.  Further the predictive powers of 
current methods are based on what has been previously found to exist in nature.  The biggest 
limitations of these methods are the large amounts of data produced.  This work has produced 
over 23,000 possible domain interactions that are intended to test specific domain combinations 
in every interacting homologous protein pair shared between E. coli and T. pallidum in the novel 
interactions.  This could be an issue of comparing a reduced genome species to larger one; while 
T. pallidum has shed proteins to minimal complement, E. coli has many paralogs.  This could 
also be an issue of weak homologs being included in the data set.  Despite the large number of 
interactions to test, our E. coli protein interaction map has laid out a path for future experimental 
work, which will test these interactions and look into ways of experimentally characterizing 
uncharacterized proteins. The large set can be reduced by testing representative pairs of the 
interactions, thus making the experimental work more manageable. The lab at this time has a full 
library of E. coli clones to perform the follow-up.  
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Appendix 
 
Table 4: Proteins tested in Häuser T. pallidum high confidence interactions.  Proteins were 
tested in constructed variations of ranges and whole proteins; the percent of the homology 
annotations is noted.  Proteins names that are in italics have been tested at the whole protein 
level, which includes a 100% annotation presence variant.   
T. pallidum 
Proteins 
Fragment 
Range 
Homology 
Annotation 
Annotation 
Presence 
Protein: 
PUF/DUF/Unknown? 
TP0002   COG0592 100.0   
    PF00712 100.0   
    PF02767 100.0   
    PF02768 100.0   
TP0012     TRUE 
TP0017 PF00515 100.0 TRUE 
TP0024   PF02080 100.0 TRUE 
    PF02254 100.0 TRUE 
TP0032 1:72 COG1385 26.8 TRUE 
  1:72 PF04452 68.0 TRUE 
  73:266 PF04452 31.5 TRUE 
  73:266 COG1385 72.8 TRUE 
TP0036   COG1108 100.0 TRUE 
    PF00950 100.0 TRUE 
TP0041   TRUE 
TP0046   PF04468 100.0   
TP0047 PF03885 100.0 TRUE 
TP0048   PF04519 100.0 TRUE 
TP0058 127:438 PF00772  0   
  127:438 PF03796  0   
  127:438 COG0305 71.2   
TP0059     TRUE 
TP0060   COG0359 100.0   
    PF01281 100.0   
    PF03948 100.0   
TP0067   PF00515 100.0 TRUE 
    PF07719 100.0 TRUE 
    PF13181 100.0 TRUE 
    PF13414 100.0 TRUE 
TP0070 54:107    TRUE 
TP0084      TRUE 
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TP0085 PF00359 100.0   
TP0086 1:166 PF07238 0  TRUE 
  147:314 PF07238 100.0 TRUE 
TP0087 39:179 PF02643 64.4 TRUE 
TP0090 1:94 COG0812 26.3   
  1:94 PF01565 73.4   
  1:94 PF02873 73.4   
TP0092   PF04542 100.0   
    PF08281 100.0   
TP0094   COG0280 100.0   
    PF01515 100.0   
TP0095   COG0457 100.0   
    PF07719 100.0   
TP0097   COG0361 100.0   
    PF01176 100.0   
TP0102   PF00580 100.0   
    PF13361 100.0   
TP0121   COG1509 100.0 TRUE 
TP0124 1:282 PF01926  0   
  1:282 PF01926 100.0   
  116:199 PF01926  0   
  116:199 PF06071  0   
  283:368 PF06071  0   
  283:368 PF06071 100.0   
TP0153 90:163 PF02681 36.0 TRUE 
TP0163 PF01297 100.0   
TP0170   COG0775 100.0   
    PF01048 100.0   
TP0175 93:210 PF01973  0 TRUE 
TP0183     TRUE 
TP0192   COG0090 100.0   
    PF00181 100.0   
    PF03947 100.0   
TP0197   COG0255 100.0   
    PF00831 100.0   
TP0199   COG0093 100.0   
    PF00238 100.0   
TP0202   COG0199 100.0   
    PF00253 100.0   
TP0210   COG0099 100.0   
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    PF00416 100.0   
TP0221   PF02557 100.0 TRUE 
TP0233 PF01740 100.0   
TP0236 1:126 COG0250 67.9   
  1:126 PF00467 100.0   
  1:126 PF02357 100.0   
TP0247   PF01520 100.0   
    PF07833 100.0   
TP0253   PF04519 100.0 TRUE 
TP0255   COG0254 100.0   
    PF01197 100.0   
TP0258      TRUE 
TP0266    TRUE 
TP0267   PF04519 100.0 TRUE 
TP0269   COG0621 100.0 TRUE 
    PF00919 100.0 TRUE 
    PF04055 100.0 TRUE 
TP0275   PF03808 100.0 TRUE 
TP0276 1:86 PF04452 38.6   
  87:294 PF04452 60.9   
TP0280      TRUE 
TP0281    TRUE 
TP0283   COG0669 100.0   
    PF01467 100.0   
TP0286    TRUE 
TP0287      TRUE 
TP0288 PF02348 100.0   
TP0292   COG2885 100.0   
    PF00691 100.0   
TP0298 PF02608 100.0   
TP0307   PF03793 100.0 TRUE 
TP0312 PF04018 100.0 TRUE 
TP0314   PF10895   TRUE 
TP0325 1:507 PF04357 100.0 TRUE 
TP0341   COG0773 100.0   
    PF01225 100.0   
    PF02875 100.0   
    PF08245 100.0   
TP0344 1:337 PF00271  0   
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  1:337 PF02559 0    
  1:337 PF00270 100.0   
  1:337 PF02559 100.0   
  338:1140 PF00270  0   
  338:1140 PF03461  0   
  338:1140 PF00271 100.0   
  338:1140 PF03461 100.0   
TP0351   COG0263 100.0   
    PF00696 100.0   
TP0354 COG0125 100.0 TRUE 
TP0357 1:77 PF02237 100.0   
  1:77 PF03099 100.0   
TP0359    TRUE 
TP0360      TRUE 
TP0380 1:231 PF00271  0 TRUE 
  1:231 PF00271 100.0 TRUE 
  222:606 PF04851 0  TRUE 
  222:606 PF04851 100.0 TRUE 
TP0389   PF02491 100.0   
TP0394   COG0551 100.0   
    PF01131 100.0   
    PF01396 100.0   
    PF01751 100.0   
TP0397   PF06429 100.0   
TP0398   COG1677 100.0   
    PF02049 100.0   
TP0399 494:567 PF01514  0   
  494:567 PF08345  0   
  494:567 COG1766 12.9   
TP0409   TRUE 
TP0418   COG0153 100.0 TRUE 
    PF08544 100.0 TRUE 
    PF10509 100.0 TRUE 
TP0421    TRUE 
TP0434      TRUE 
TP0443    TRUE 
TP0445   PF01965 100.0   
TP0449   TRUE 
TP0458 1:73 PF04079 45.2 TRUE 
  74:192 PF04079 54.1 TRUE 
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TP0461 PF01381 100.0 TRUE 
TP0462   NOG12793   TRUE 
TP0463 NOG12793   TRUE 
TP0471   PF04471 100.0 TRUE 
TP0472   COG0322 100.0   
    PF01541 100.0   
    PF02151 100.0   
    PF08459 100.0   
TP0474   COG0217 100.0 TRUE 
    PF01709 100.0 TRUE 
TP0479 PF10895 100.0 TRUE 
TP0487     TRUE 
TP0494 1:162 PF02591 100.0 TRUE 
  1:62 PF02591 100.0 TRUE 
TP0498   PF04085 100.0   
TP0499 PF04093 100.0   
TP0503     TRUE 
TP0511 PF02559 100.0   
TP0514   COG0178 100.0   
    PF00005 100.0   
TP0517   COG0817 100.0   
    PF02075 100.0   
TP0518   PF04263 100.0   
TP0526 1:510 PF00270  0   
  1:510 PF00271 0    
  1:510 PF04408 0    
  1:510 PF07717  0   
  164:361 PF00270 0    
  164:361 PF00271 0    
  164:361 PF04408 0    
  164:361 PF07717 0    
  164:510 PF00270  0   
  164:510 PF00271  0   
  164:510 PF04408  0   
  164:510 PF07717  0   
  164:668 PF00270 0    
  164:668 PF00271  0   
  164:668 PF04408  0   
  164:668 PF07717 0    
  362:510 PF00270  0   
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  362:510 PF00271  0   
  362:510 PF04408 0    
  362:510 PF00270 100.0   
  362:668 PF00270  0   
  362:668 PF00271  0   
  362:668 PF07717  0   
  362:668 PF00271 100.0   
  378:510 PF00270  0   
  378:510 PF04408  0   
  378:510 PF07717  0   
  378:510 PF04408 100.0   
  511:668 PF00271  0   
  511:668 PF04408  0   
  511:668 PF07717  0   
  511:668 PF07717 100.0   
TP0530   PF01991 100.0 TRUE 
TP0538   COG0126 100.0   
    PF00162 100.0   
TP0540   PF01740 100.0   
TP0547   COG0761 100.0   
    PF02401 100.0   
TP0554   PF00702 100.0   
TP0557 32:237 PF06226 85.8 TRUE 
TP0559   COG0301 100.0 TRUE 
    PF02568 100.0 TRUE 
    PF02926 100.0 TRUE 
TP0561 1:210 PF04536 100.0 TRUE 
TP0563   PF00226 100.0 TRUE 
TP0565 49:406 PF04311 85.3 TRUE 
TP0567      TRUE 
TP0579    TRUE 
TP0583      TRUE 
TP0586   COG0495 100.0   
    PF00133 100.0   
    PF08264 100.0   
    PF09334 100.0   
    PF13603 100.0   
TP0615   PF01592 100.0   
TP0618 PF10895 100.0 TRUE 
TP0622   PF03704 100.0 TRUE 
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TP0626 PF00149 100.0 TRUE 
TP0629     TRUE 
TP0630   PF01739 100.0   
    PF03705 100.0   
TP0634 556:823 PF00533 0    
  556:823 PF01653 0    
  556:823 PF03120  0   
  556:823 COG0272 32.5   
TP0636   TRUE 
TP0641   COG0124 100.0   
TP0641 PF00587 100.0   
TP0650   COG0319 100.0 TRUE 
    PF02130 100.0 TRUE 
TP0651 35:364 PF01966 71.7 TRUE 
TP0655   PF13416 100.0   
TP0656   TRUE 
TP0658   PF02623 100.0   
TP0661   TRUE 
TP0664   PF04620 100.0   
TP0666   TRUE 
TP0670   COG1181 100.0   
    PF01820 100.0   
    PF07478 100.0   
TP0673   COG0008 100.0   
    PF00749 100.0   
TP0676      TRUE 
TP0679    TRUE 
TP0684   COG1879 100.0   
    PF13407 100.0   
TP0706   PF01476 100.0 TRUE 
    PF01551 100.0 TRUE 
TP0708   TP0708   TRUE 
TP0710 1:178 PF03961 39.3 TRUE 
TP0711     TRUE 
TP0725 59:143 COG1291 32.6   
  59:143 PF01618 48.6   
TP0727   COG1749 100.0   
    PF00460 100.0   
    PF06429 100.0   
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    PF07559 100.0   
TP0729 PF02120 100.0   
TP0730 1:86 PF01066 89.4   
  142:198 PF01066  0   
TP0738 PF02410 100.0   
TP0741   COG1057 100.0 TRUE 
    PF01467 100.0 TRUE 
TP0751    TRUE 
TP0752      TRUE 
TP0754 113:379 PF00919   TRUE 
  113:379 PF01938   TRUE 
  113:379 PF04055   TRUE 
  113:379 COG0621 58.5 TRUE 
TP0757   COG0242 100.0   
    PF01327 100.0   
TP0765   COG0465 100.0   
    PF00004 100.0   
    PF01434 100.0   
TP0772     TRUE 
TP0773 PF13180 100.0   
TP0780 628:679 COG0388   TRUE 
  628:679 PF02540   TRUE 
TP0781    TRUE 
TP0788      TRUE 
TP0790 394:430 PF03176 0    
TP0794   COG0192 100.0   
    PF00438 100.0   
    PF02772 100.0   
    PF02773 100.0   
TP0795   TRUE 
TP0797   COG0345 100.0   
    PF03807 100.0   
    PF14748 100.0   
TP0802   TRUE 
TP0805   PF00773 100.0   
TP0809   COG0571 100.0   
    PF00035 100.0   
    PF14622 100.0   
TP0813     TRUE 
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TP0814   COG0492 100.0   
    PF00070 100.0   
    PF07992 100.0   
TP0826 85:273 PF02457 31.1 TRUE 
TP0832 46:271 PF10646 61.4 TRUE 
TP0833     TRUE 
TP0845   COG1671 90.3 TRUE 
    PF02639 100.0 TRUE 
TP0856   PF03687 100.0 TRUE 
TP0867   TRUE 
TP0870   COG1344 100.0   
    PF00669 100.0   
    PF00700 100.0   
TP0875   COG0802 100.0 TRUE 
    PF02367 100.0 TRUE 
TP0892 124:485 PF08529 0    
  124:485 PF13184 0    
TP0893 1:89 PF02576 36.7 TRUE 
  1:89 COG0779 56.8 TRUE 
  90:156 COG0779 42.6 TRUE 
  90:156 PF02576 62.6 TRUE 
TP0907   COG0806 100.0   
    PF01782 100.0   
TP0913   COG0792 100.0 TRUE 
    PF02021 100.0 TRUE 
TP0917 1:314 PF00571 100.0   
TP0932   TRUE 
TP0939   PF00037 100.0   
    PF01558 100.0   
    PF01855 100.0   
    PF02775 100.0   
    PF10371 100.0   
TP0943 PF02561 100.0   
TP0945   COG0036 100.0   
    PF00834 100.0   
TP0947   COG0652 100.0 TRUE 
    PF00160 100.0 TRUE 
TP0954   PF00515 100.0 TRUE 
    PF07719 100.0 TRUE 
TP0955   TRUE 
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TP0961   PF00460 100.0   
    PF06429 100.0   
TP0970      TRUE 
TP0974    TRUE 
TP0981   PF00990 100.0 TRUE 
    PF13492 100.0 TRUE 
TP0986 32:117 PF00892 69.1 TRUE 
TP0989   TRUE 
TP0993   COG0797 100.0   
    PF03330 100.0   
TP1004 1:51 PF02132     
  1:51 COG0353 25.0   
  1:51 PF02132 100.0   
  52:201 PF13662  0   
  52:201 COG0353 74.5   
  52:201 PF13662 100.0   
TP1005 PF12169 100.0   
TP1013   PF00166 94.6   
    COG0234 100.0   
TP1019       
TP1023   COG2137 100.0 TRUE 
    PF02631 100.0 TRUE 
TP1026   PF01432 100.0 TRUE 
 
Table 5: E.coli Paralogous Interactions of T. pallidum Häuser HC Homologs.  The 482 
unique Häuser interactions have the E.coli equivalent of 23,782 protein-protein interactions 
total. 
E.coli 'HCI' pairs Paralog pairs TP0086_TP0418 10 TP0221_TP0380 21 TP0380_TP0487 21 TP0579_TP0650 2 
TP0002_TP0380 84 TP0086_TP0449 2 TP0233_TP0269 23 TP0380_TP0503 21 TP0579_TP1004 4 
TP0012_TP0048 1 TP0086_TP0458 4 TP0233_TP0325 1 TP0380_TP0511 21 TP0583_TP0875 2 
TP0012_TP0650 2 TP0086_TP0462 10 TP0233_TP0738 1 TP0380_TP0559 84 TP0583_TP0893 2 
TP0012_TP1004 4 TP0086_TP0472 16 TP0236_TP0247 60 TP0380_TP0626 420 TP0583_TP1004 4 
TP0017_TP0086 4 TP0086_TP0494 2 TP0236_TP0325 6 TP0380_TP0629 21 TP0622_TP0634 7 
TP0017_TP0124 20 TP0086_TP0503 2 TP0236_TP0398 12 TP0380_TP0630 42 TP0622_TP0917 10 
TP0017_TP0634 14 TP0086_TP0526 140 TP0236_TP0418 30 TP0380_TP0636 21 TP0634_TP0634 49 
TP0017_TP0893 4 TP0086_TP0538 4 TP0236_TP0434 6 TP0380_TP0650 84 TP0634_TP0706 77 
TP0024_TP0032 20 TP0086_TP0540 2 TP0236_TP0526 210 TP0380_TP0661 21 TP0634_TP0751 7 
TP0032_TP0344 68 TP0086_TP0559 8 TP0236_TP0650 24 TP0380_TP0664 42 TP0634_TP0805 14 
TP0032_TP0351 22 TP0086_TP0563 20 TP0236_TP0655 12 TP0380_TP0670 126 TP0634_TP0954 56 
TP0032_TP0380 42 TP0086_TP0567 2 TP0236_TP0656 6 TP0380_TP0679 21 TP0634_TP1004 21 
TP0032_TP0472 16 TP0086_TP0583 2 TP0236_TP0661 6 TP0380_TP0729 21 TP0650_TP0655 4 
TP0032_TP0805 4 TP0086_TP0586 18 TP0236_TP0684 90 TP0380_TP0754 525 TP0650_TP0656 2 
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TP0032_TP0814 58 TP0086_TP0622 2 TP0236_TP0730 18 TP0380_TP0780 105 TP0650_TP0730 6 
TP0036_TP0058 6 TP0086_TP0634 28 TP0236_TP0772 6 TP0380_TP0794 84 TP0650_TP0802 2 
TP0041_TP0344 34 TP0086_TP0661 4 TP0236_TP0781 6 TP0380_TP0797 63 TP0650_TP0867 2 
TP0046_TP0344 34 TP0086_TP0725 8 TP0236_TP0790 6 TP0380_TP0875 42 TP0650_TP0893 4 
TP0046_TP0650 2 TP0086_TP0754 50 TP0236_TP0974 6 TP0380_TP0939 651 TP0650_TP1005 2 
TP0047_TP0124 10 TP0086_TP0788 2 TP0253_TP0267 1 TP0380_TP0947 84 TP0651_TP0754 150 
TP0047_TP0398 2 TP0086_TP0797 6 TP0255_TP0650 8 TP0380_TP0955 21 TP0651_TP0845 12 
TP0047_TP0399 4 TP0086_TP0805 4 TP0255_TP1004 12 TP0380_TP0981 399 TP0651_TP0892 12 
TP0047_TP0559 4 TP0086_TP0826 2 TP0258_TP0738 1 TP0380_TP1004 126 TP0651_TP0893 12 
TP0047_TP0615 1 TP0086_TP0845 4 TP0258_TP0754 25 TP0380_TP1005 21 TP0651_TP0913 12 
TP0047_TP0651 5 TP0086_TP0870 10 TP0258_TP0845 4 TP0380_TP1026 42 TP0655_TP0875 4 
TP0047_TP0661 1 TP0086_TP0917 20 TP0258_TP0913 2 TP0394_TP0634 77 TP0655_TP0892 4 
TP0047_TP0730 3 TP0086_TP0970 2 TP0258_TP1004 4 TP0399_TP1004 9 TP0655_TP0893 4 
TP0047_TP0790 1 TP0086_TP0989 2 TP0266_TP0526 35 TP0409_TP0458 1 TP0655_TP1004 8 
TP0047_TP0961 11 TP0086_TP1004 6 TP0267_TP0833 1 TP0418_TP0650 10 TP0656_TP0892 2 
TP0047_TP1004 4 TP0086_TP1019 2 TP0267_TP0893 2 TP0418_TP0892 10 TP0656_TP0893 2 
TP0048_TP0059 1 TP0086_TP1023 4 TP0269_TP0286 5 TP0418_TP0893 10 TP0656_TP1004 4 
TP0048_TP0084 1 TP0087_TP0276 1 TP0269_TP0314 5 TP0418_TP1004 15 TP0661_TP0754 25 
TP0048_TP0094 4 TP0087_TP0380 21 TP0269_TP0359 5 TP0421_TP0458 1 TP0661_TP0892 2 
TP0048_TP0183 1 TP0087_TP0561 1 TP0269_TP0445 92 TP0434_TP0893 2 TP0661_TP0893 2 
TP0048_TP0253 1 TP0087_TP0708 1 TP0269_TP0727 299 TP0434_TP1004 4 TP0684_TP0738 15 
TP0048_TP0280 1 TP0087_TP0893 2 TP0269_TP0741 92 TP0443_TP1004 4 TP0710_TP0710 1 
TP0048_TP0281 1 TP0087_TP0917 10 TP0269_TP0892 46 TP0458_TP0458 1 TP0710_TP0892 2 
TP0048_TP0307 1 TP0087_TP1004 4 TP0269_TP0893 46 TP0458_TP0472 8 TP0730_TP0917 30 
TP0048_TP0341 18 TP0090_TP0494 8 TP0275_TP0875 2 TP0458_TP0526 35 TP0730_TP1004 9 
TP0048_TP0418 5 TP0090_TP0917 80 TP0275_TP0893 2 TP0458_TP0530 1 TP0738_TP0738 1 
TP0048_TP0445 4 TP0092_TP0526 280 TP0275_TP1004 3 TP0458_TP0579 1 TP0738_TP0757 2 
TP0048_TP0449 1 TP0094_TP0344 170 TP0276_TP0397 5 TP0458_TP0634 14 TP0738_TP0826 1 
TP0048_TP0494 1 TP0094_TP0650 10 TP0276_TP0445 4 TP0458_TP0661 1 TP0738_TP0943 1 
TP0048_TP0518 1 TP0094_TP0892 10 TP0276_TP0463 5 TP0458_TP0711 1 TP0738_TP0945 6 
TP0048_TP0563 5 TP0097_TP0380 42 TP0276_TP0554 14 TP0458_TP0907 2 TP0738_TP0974 1 
TP0048_TP0586 9 TP0121_TP0380 21 TP0276_TP0586 9 TP0458_TP0981 20 TP0738_TP1019 1 
TP0048_TP0655 2 TP0124_TP0124 100 TP0276_TP0650 2 TP0461_TP0738 11 TP0738_TP1023 2 
TP0048_TP0656 1 TP0124_TP0163 10 TP0276_TP0684 15 TP0471_TP0526 35 TP0752_TP0826 1 
TP0048_TP0661 1 TP0124_TP0233 10 TP0276_TP0757 2 TP0472_TP0634 56 TP0754_TP0790 25 
TP0048_TP0673 6 TP0124_TP0236 60 TP0276_TP0780 5 TP0472_TP0650 16 TP0754_TP0845 100 
TP0048_TP0738 1 TP0124_TP0247 50 TP0276_TP0974 1 TP0474_TP0618 4 TP0754_TP0907 50 
TP0048_TP0773 1 TP0124_TP0258 10 TP0276_TP1005 1 TP0474_TP0833 4 TP0754_TP0913 50 
TP0048_TP0814 28 TP0124_TP0276 10 TP0276_TP1019 1 TP0474_TP1013 8 TP0754_TP0961 275 
TP0048_TP0932 1 TP0124_TP0288 10 TP0280_TP0344 34 TP0479_TP0526 35 TP0754_TP1004 150 
TP0058_TP0086 6 TP0124_TP0325 10 TP0280_TP0650 2 TP0494_TP0514 79 TP0765_TP0917 80 
TP0058_TP0087 3 TP0124_TP0380 420 TP0280_TP0875 2 TP0494_TP0526 35 TP0772_TP0892 2 
TP0058_TP0102 24 TP0124_TP0389 10 TP0280_TP0892 2 TP0494_TP0563 5 TP0772_TP0893 2 
TP0058_TP0124 30 TP0124_TP0394 110 TP0280_TP0893 2 TP0494_TP0650 4 TP0772_TP1004 4 
TP0058_TP0380 63 TP0124_TP0418 50 TP0280_TP1004 4 TP0494_TP0730 3 TP0781_TP0892 2 
TP0058_TP0398 6 TP0124_TP0443 10 TP0283_TP0380 84 TP0494_TP0788 1 TP0781_TP0893 2 
TP0058_TP0498 3 TP0124_TP0458 10 TP0286_TP0380 21 TP0494_TP0832 1 TP0781_TP1004 4 
TP0058_TP0499 3 TP0124_TP0474 40 TP0287_TP0380 42 TP0494_TP0845 2 TP0790_TP0893 2 
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TP0058_TP0526 105 TP0124_TP0526 350 TP0292_TP0325 10 TP0494_TP0856 1 TP0790_TP1004 6 
TP0058_TP0559 12 TP0124_TP0540 10 TP0298_TP0380 21 TP0494_TP0892 2 TP0795_TP0893 2 
TP0058_TP0826 3 TP0124_TP0563 50 TP0307_TP0344 34 TP0494_TP0907 2 TP0802_TP0892 2 
TP0058_TP0870 15 TP0124_TP0618 10 TP0307_TP0893 2 TP0494_TP1004 4 TP0802_TP1004 4 
TP0058_TP1004 9 TP0124_TP0622 10 TP0307_TP1004 4 TP0503_TP0634 7 TP0805_TP1004 8 
TP0059_TP0086 2 TP0124_TP0650 20 TP0325_TP0463 5 TP0503_TP0875 2 TP0813_TP1004 4 
TP0059_TP0269 5 TP0124_TP0658 10 TP0325_TP0618 1 TP0517_TP0650 4 TP0832_TP1004 6 
TP0059_TP0380 21 TP0124_TP0661 10 TP0325_TP0664 1 TP0526_TP0526 1225 TP0833_TP0913 2 
TP0059_TP1004 4 TP0124_TP0666 10 TP0325_TP0684 15 TP0526_TP0586 315 TP0845_TP0845 4 
TP0060_TP0124 30 TP0124_TP0673 60 TP0325_TP0757 2 TP0526_TP0626 350 TP0845_TP0913 4 
TP0060_TP0236 18 TP0124_TP0676 10 TP0325_TP0892 2 TP0526_TP0641 175 TP0845_TP1005 2 
TP0060_TP0650 6 TP0124_TP0730 30 TP0325_TP1004 3 TP0526_TP0725 140 TP0892_TP0932 2 
TP0060_TP0893 6 TP0124_TP0738 10 TP0325_TP1013 2 TP0526_TP0754 875 TP0893_TP0907 4 
TP0060_TP0917 30 TP0124_TP0772 10 TP0341_TP0380 756 TP0526_TP0809 105 TP0893_TP0932 2 
TP0067_TP0494 12 TP0124_TP0788 10 TP0341_TP0526 630 TP0526_TP0892 70 TP0893_TP0961 22 
TP0070_TP0124 10 TP0124_TP0802 10 TP0344_TP0380 1139 TP0526_TP0893 140 TP0913_TP0993 4 
TP0070_TP0236 6 TP0124_TP0833 10 TP0344_TP0434 34 TP0526_TP0913 70 TP0917_TP0917 100 
TP0070_TP0344 34 TP0124_TP0845 20 TP0344_TP0514 2686 TP0526_TP1004 105 TP0917_TP0986 110 
TP0070_TP0458 1 TP0124_TP0907 20 TP0344_TP0526 1356 TP0526_TP1005 35 TP0947_TP1004 12 
TP0070_TP0917 10 TP0124_TP0913 20 TP0344_TP0540 34 TP0526_TP1023 140 TP0955_TP1004 4 
TP0070_TP1004 6 TP0124_TP1013 20 TP0344_TP0583 34 TP0538_TP0893 4 TP1004_TP1004 10 
TP0084_TP0650 2 TP0153_TP0312 1 TP0344_TP0622 34 TP0540_TP0893 2   
TP0084_TP0875 2 TP0153_TP0561 1 TP0344_TP0634 238 TP0540_TP1004 3 
TP0084_TP1004 4 TP0153_TP0708 2 TP0344_TP0651 204 TP0547_TP0650 4 
TP0085_TP0526 420 TP0153_TP0917 10 TP0344_TP0655 68 TP0554_TP0738 14 
TP0086_TP0086 4 TP0170_TP0380 147 TP0344_TP0661 34 TP0557_TP0651 5 
TP0086_TP0087 2 TP0175_TP0276 1 TP0344_TP0751 34 TP0557_TP0961 11 
TP0086_TP0095 20 TP0175_TP0380 21 TP0344_TP0833 34 TP0561_TP0586 9 
TP0086_TP0124 20 TP0175_TP0526 35 TP0344_TP1005 34 TP0561_TP0651 6 
TP0086_TP0258 2 TP0183_TP0344 34 TP0354_TP0526 35 TP0561_TP0961 11 
TP0086_TP0269 46 TP0183_TP0892 2 TP0357_TP1004 12 TP0561_TP1005 1 
TP0086_TP0275 2 TP0183_TP1004 4 TP0360_TP0634 7 TP0563_TP0650 20 
TP0086_TP0288 2 TP0192_TP0526 105 TP0360_TP0893 2 TP0563_TP0754 125 
TP0086_TP0344 68 TP0197_TP0738 2 TP0360_TP1004 4 TP0563_TP0917 50 
TP0086_TP0380 42 TP0199_TP0738 4 TP0380_TP0380 441 TP0565_TP0651 5 
TP0086_TP0398 4 TP0202_TP0650 4 TP0380_TP0397 105 TP0565_TP0710 1 
TP0086_TP0399 6 TP0210_TP0526 70 TP0380_TP0458 21 TP0565_TP0730 3 
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Table 6: Uniprot IDs of E. coli predicted interactions involving uncharacterized proteins.  
Reference Pair Protein A Protein B Reference Pair Protein A Protein B 
TP0032_TP0024 P0AGL7 P0AGI8 TP0626_TP0380 P37049 P08956 
TP0032_TP0380 P0AGL7 P52126 TP0626_TP0380 P08331 P0A9P6 
TP0036_TP0058 P39832 P0ACB0 TP0626_TP0380 P05637 P15043 
TP0086_TP0526 P37653 P43329 TP0626_TP0380 P37049 P15043 
TP0086_TP0559 P76010 P77718 TP0626_TP0380 P67095 P0A8J8 
TP0086_TP0754 P37653 P0AEI1 TP0626_TP0380 P55799 P15043 
TP0086_TP0797 P37653 P0A9L8 TP0626_TP0380 P0AG76 P08956 
TP0086_TP0797 P76010 P0A9L8 TP0650_TP0380 P0A898 P52126 
TP0086_TP0870 P37653 P04949 TP0754_TP0563 P0AEI1 P36659 
TP0086_TP0870 P76010 P04949 TP0754_TP0563 P0AEI1 P77381 
TP0086_TP0917 P76010 P0ADG7 TP0754_TP0651 P0AEI1 P06961 
TP0086_TP0917 P37653 P0ADG7 TP0754_TP0845 P0AEI1 P0A8D3 
TP0086_TP0917 P76010 P0AE45 TP0754_TP0907 P0AEI1 P0A7X6 
TP0380_TP0344 P15043 P43329 TP0754_TP0961 P0AEI1 P0ABX2 
TP0380_TP0380 P33919 P0A8J8 TP0913_TP0526 P45465 P30958 
TP0380_TP0380 P21507 P0A8J8 TP0913_TP0526 P45465 P43329 
TP0380_TP0380 P52126 P0A8J8 TP0913_TP0754 P45465 P0AEI1 
TP0380_TP0380 P0A9P6 P0A8J8 TP0947_TP0380 P23869 P08956 
TP0380_TP0380 P0A9P6 P52126 TP0947_TP0380 P0AFL3 P25888 
TP0380_TP0380 P21507 P21507 TP0947_TP0380 P23869 P30015 
TP0380_TP0380 P0A8J8 P0A8J8 TP0947_TP0380 P0AFL3 P30015 
TP0380_TP0380 P24230 P52126 TP0947_TP0380 P23869 P33919 
TP0380_TP0380 P0A8J8 P52126 TP0947_TP0380 P0AFL3 P33919 
TP0380_TP0380 P15043 P52126 TP0947_TP0380 P0AFL3 P08956 
TP0380_TP0380 P17888 P52126 TP0947_TP0380 P0AFL3 P24230 
TP0380_TP0380 P08956 P52126 TP0947_TP0380 P23869 P21693 
TP0380_TP0559 P21507 P77718 TP0947_TP0380 P0AFL3 P21507 
TP0380_TP0559 P52126 P77718 TP0954_TP0634 P32712 P15042 
TP0380_TP0559 P30015 P77718 TP0981_TP0380 P76245 P30015 
TP0380_TP0559 P25888 P77718 TP0981_TP0380 P76245 P0A8J8 
TP0380_TP0559 P21693 P77718 TP0986_TP0917 P0AA70 P37908 
TP0380_TP0626 P08956 P0AG76 TP0986_TP0917 P0AA73 P37908 
TP0380_TP0626 P15043 P55799 TP0986_TP0917 P31437 P37908 
TP0380_TP0626 P15043 P0AG76 TP0986_TP0917 P27844 P37908 
TP0380_TP0626 P17888 P0AG76 TP0986_TP0917 P31437 P0AE45 
TP0380_TP0626 P52126 P08331 TP0986_TP0917 P46136 P17115 
TP0380_TP0650 P08956 P0A898 TP0986_TP0917 P39314 P0ADG7 
TP0380_TP0754 P0A8J8 P0AEI1 TP0986_TP0917 P0AA67 P17115 
TP0380_TP0797 P08956 P0A9L8 TP0986_TP0917 Q47377 P0ADG7 
TP0380_TP0797 P33919 P0A9L8 TP0986_TP0917 P0AA67 P0AE45 
TP0380_TP0875 P33919 P0AF67 TP0986_TP0917 P46136 P0AE45 
TP0380_TP0939 P08956 P52647 TP0986_TP0917 P31125 P0AE45 
TP0380_TP0939 P25888 P52647 TP0986_TP0917 P31125 P17115 
TP0380_TP0939 P33919 P52647 TP0986_TP0917 P0AA70 P17115 
TP0380_TP0939 P0A8J8 P52647 TP0986_TP0917 P39314 P0AE45 
TP0380_TP1005 P33919 P06710 TP0986_TP0917 Q47377 P0AE45 
TP0380_TP1005 P30015 P06710 TP0986_TP0917 P0AA67 P0AE78 
TP0380_TP1005 P0A9P6 P06710 TP0986_TP0917 P46136 P0AE78 
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TP0380_TP1005 P17888 P06710 TP0986_TP0917 P31125 P0AE78 
TP0380_TP1005 P21507 P06710 TP0986_TP0917 P0AA73 P17115 
TP0380_TP1005 P52126 P06710 TP0986_TP0917 P31437 P17115 
TP0380_TP1005 P25888 P06710 TP0986_TP0917 P0AA70 P0AE78 
TP0380_TP1005 P21693 P06710 TP0986_TP0917 P0AA73 P0AE78 
TP0380_TP1005 P15043 P06710 TP0986_TP0917 P31437 P0AE78 
TP0418_TP0086 P0A6T3 P76010 TP0986_TP0917 P27844 P0AE78 
TP0418_TP0086 P0A6T3 P37653 TP0986_TP0917 P0ADP5 P0AE78 
TP0418_TP0124 P0A6T3 P0ABU2 TP0986_TP0917 P39314 P0AEC0 
TP0418_TP0236 P0A6T3 P0AFG0 TP0986_TP0917 Q47377 P0AEC0 
TP0418_TP0650 P0A6T3 P0A898 TP1023_TP0526 P33596 P43329 
TP0418_TP0892 P0A6T3 P0AFF6 TP1026_TP0380 P24171 P0A9P6 
TP0474_TP1013 P0A8A2 P0A6F9 TP1026_TP0380 P24171 P08956 
TP0626_TP0380 P0AEW4 P08956 TP1026_TP0380 P27298 P08956 
TP0626_TP0380 P55799 P08956 TP1026_TP0380 P24171 P21507 
TP0626_TP0380 P55798 P15043 TP1026_TP0380 P27298 P21507 
TP0626_TP0380 P67095 P15043 TP1026_TP0380 P24171 P0A8J8 
TP0626_TP0380 P07024 P08956 TP1026_TP0380 P27298 P0A8J8 
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